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2018  Presentation:

- updates – new information:

Patterson families

Davis families

- brief review – Gove families

- Introduction - Massey families

- Oliver Hunt

- Coming Events / Shows



I would like to encourage people to speak-

up during the meeting:

• if you have questions or need clarification

• If you have knowledge, insights, stories 

to add

• want to emphasize, we need help with 

uncovering more information – tips, 

leads, photographs, introductions to 

family members



Patterson family updates:

After the 2017 Spring TIDCA meeting I 

was told of a decoy attributed to Edward 

Patterson.  Prior to this, I was unaware 

of any decoys by him.



Edward Daniel Patterson (1864-1941)

- born in Mallorytown, ON; early life spent in

Canada; parents Albert and Harriett Patterson

- moved to Alex Bay around 1889

- taxidermist, rod maker, fishing guide

- one child:  Theron O. Patterson





• Repainted broadbill attributed to

Edward D. Patterson

• Identified by his grandson, Sid Patterson 

– he had 2 at his camp

• Remained at Sid’s camp until after his death in August 1987

• Similar to the decoys of Clovis LeFebvre 



Clovis LeFebvre

Edward Patterson

Overall body and head 

form very similar –

but, the bill carving is 

quite different in 

several respects.



• Carved mandible line

• Rounded lip - forward 2/3

• Raised nail at bill tip

• Bill is out-carved

Edward Patterson broadbill:





LeFebvre broadbill:

• deep mandible line

• outcarved bill

• no rounded lip

• no raised nail



Another view of the 

LeFebvre drake broadbill

• no rounded lip

• no raised nail



• Rounded lip and raised nail 

require extra work.

• Must remove wood above and 

behind them so that they will 

stand out.

• Lot of extra work for a 

gunning decoy.



bill of the 2nd

Ed Patterson decoy



Last year, I mentioned at Ed’s son, Theron, had 

decoys attributed to him.



Theron O. Patterson

(1889-1976)

guide, 

taxidermist



• Larger head

• Thinner body, not as

rounded



Clovis LeFebvre

Theron Patterson

Edward Patterson



• remains of rounded 

lip

• worn nail at bill tip

• out-carved bill



• remains of rounded 

lip

• out-carved bill



Conclusion:

• Seems likely that Edward and Theron 

Patterson both carved some hunting 

decoys.

• Separating the Alex Bay Patterson decoys 

from those carved by Clovis LeFebvre may 

be challenging, especially if the bills have 

been badly worn or damaged.



Davis family updates

1. Wayne and Willard Davis

2. Donald Charles Davis



Fairman

Davis
Stella 

Cooke
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Johnson
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Sutton

Davis Family Photograph



Theresa Patterson married Charles Davis:

• parents of Fairman Rogers Davis (1884-1953) –

decoy carver

after Charles Davis died, Theresa married his brother, 

Willard Davis

• parents of  Wayne B. Davis (1898-1966)

• Wayne Davis and his son, Willard, both carved 

decoys, and commonly hunted with a rig of 75-80 

decoys of their making.  Often hunted Lilac Island, 

off the north shore of Wellesley Island



Wayne B. Davis:

• born October 11, 1898 in Alexandria Bay, parents 

Willard and Theresa Patterson Davis

• attended local schools, and became a licensed boat 

captain, operating his own River tour boat before 

becoming a captain for Combined Boat Tours.

• became a NYS game warden (by 1922)

• married Mary Robertson of Ivy Lea in May 1922

• together they had at least one child – Willard R. 

Davis

• Wayne Davis died October 14, 1966, Mary Davis 

died January 22, 1968



Willard R. ‘Duke’ Davis:

• born August 2, 1925 in Alexandria Bay

• attended local schools where he active in sports

• Worked at Hutchinson’s Boat works before enlisting 

in the US Coast Guard

• returned to the Alexandria Bay area where he was 

employed at the NY Air Brake for 32 years

• he married Esther Wells of Alexandria Bay on 

December 10, 1949

• Willard died October 25, 1987



Wayne B. Davis drake canvasback (repainted)



• nicely carved bills

• carved notch at top 

of bill



Initials ‘WBD’ stamped 

in the bottom



Wayne B. Davis drake broadbill (repainted)



Willard R. Davis hen broadbill (repainted)



• angled mandible line

• carved notch at top of bill

• initials ‘WBD’ on the bottoms 

of some of the decoys



Wayne B. and Willard R. Davis:

• Would like more examples of decoys by 

both men, to examine and compare 

• Family photos



Donald Charles Davis (1934-2014)

• son of Fairman Charles Davis; grandson of Fairman 

Rogers Davis; Sampie Sutton’s cousin

• lived in Alexandria Bay until 1959 when he moved 

to the Buffalo area.

• made some decorative carvings and miniatures 

when in Alexandria Bay and also while in western 

NY; many were marked with ink stamps







Donald Charles Davis has two sons that live in 

the Watertown area; Jamie and Robin Davis.  

Robin’s wife’s name is Mary.

• Robin Davis formerly worked for Bernier and 

Carr, and has been involved in music in the 

Watertown area.

• Looking for more information on Donald, and 

contacting either of his sons would be the most 

logical step.  Initial attempts using the phone 

book and internet have been unsuccessful.



Gove family

A Very Brief Introduction



Alanson E. and Sadie Patterson Gove

- Wilson T. Gove

• Arola

• Margaret

• Carleton

- Arthur E. Gove

• Madeline

• Ellis * (died 1956, age 37 or 39)

• Alton * (died 1958, age 49)

• Robert * (died 2002, age 90)



Ellis, Alton, and Robert Gove all carved some 

decoys:

• Ellis was working at Hutchinson Boat Works; 

fell from his boat and drowned

• Alton was a fishing guide

• Robert was a “Master Boat Builder”

 Worked 36 years at Hutchinson Boat Works

 Obituary states,  “he was a woodcarver and 

carved detailed duck decoys”, and that “he 

enjoyed painting pictures of the St. Lawrence 

river and its wildlife”.



Black duck attributed to Bob Gove

Comb markings visible under the paint



Names or initials usually indicate ownership – not

necessarily who carved the decoy.



Guyette and Schmidt Auction: November 1994,

lot #170.  Attributed to Bob Gove, Alexandria Bay



I have been in contact with members of Robert 

Gove’s family, and plan to begin efforts to 

document his life and work, as well as those of 

other members of Gove family.



Massey family

An Introduction

My interest in the Massey family was 

renewed by 2 decoys that appeared at the 

2017 Clayton Show.



Right-angle cut under 

the tail, but lack filled 

holes in breast and under 

the tail.

tack eyes

glass eyes



Label on the bottom states:

Massey

Alexander Bay   NY

1920

Unlike other previously documented Massey decoys.



At the time (2010), we were reviewing the

decoys of William Emery Burtch.

• different from other known Burtch decoys

• but, initials ‘WEB’ in the bottoms

• one could be linked

to the Burtch family.

• who carved these 

decoys

• at this time, I’m 

not sure



When someone mentions Massey 

decoys, most people probably 

think of the decoys by William B. 

‘Bill’ Massey (1914-1997) from 

Waddington, NY.



Bill Massey at one of the Clayton Decoy Shows



• Bill was an exhibitor at the first Clayton Decoy Show, a 

regular at the subsequent shows, and was very well 

known among the collecting fraternity.

• He was extensively interviewed and written about:

- Decoys of the Thousand Islands, pages 178-181.

- “The Ice Island Shooting Company”, in Hunting  & 

Fishing Collectibles Mag., J/A 2010, pages 6-14.

- “Captain Bill Massey – A legend on the St. Lawrence  

River”, in Decoy Magazine, S/O 1997, pages 14-17.

- In newspaper articles including Watertown Daily 

Times, August 28, 1991, and July 24, 1998; and 

Syracuse Herald American, July 19. 1992; as well as 

other local publications.



• Most of the decoys he carved were not intended for 

hunting, and many were branded, stamped, or signed.  

Carved many different style and species.

• Bill often mentioned being taught by Chauncey Wheeler, 

and his father and family did move to 24 Holland St., 

Alexandria Bay, in 1934 (across the street from Wheeler).  

Bill would have been age 19 or 20.

• Several of the articles about him, mention that he was also 

strongly influenced by the work of Roy Conklin.

• His ‘first’ decoy made in 1931 is pictured in Decoys of the 

Thousand Islands and the Decoy Magazine (S/O 1997) 

article.   Article states it shows the influence of Chauncey 

Wheeler, and it was a working decoy.



Scanned from Decoys of the Thousand Islands, page 181

This same decoy with the head 

turned forward is pictured in the 

Decoy Magazine article, Sept/Oct 

1997 issue.



William B. ‘Bill’ Massey decoys









Conklin style mallard – William B. ‘Bill’ Massey

Without brand/signature, identification could be difficult



Other Massey family members:

The terms 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th generations 

refers only to the relationships of the family 

members as relates to this presentation.  It 

certainly does not imply that this was the 

first, second, third, or fourth generations of 

the Massey family in the U.S. or on the St. 

Lawrence River.



First Generation:

William B. and Catherine Brown Massey

• Information from his children’s obituaries.

• Lived on Grenadier Island (Ontario side) and 

Chippewa Bay, and possibly other locations.

• Family cemetery plot on Grenadier Island.

• He was a boat captain, as were most of his 

sons.

• Together he and Catherine had 11 children 

beginning in the mid-1850s; 6 sons and 5 

daughters.



Second Generation:

1.  Captain John Massey (1855/56-1915)

• lived in Ogdensburg and later Milwaukee

• sailed the schooner Victory while in Ogdensburg

2. Captain William B. Massey (1857-1918)

• living in Ogdensburg before his death

• caretaker at Dark Island (14 years)

• survived by 2 daughters, and a son Albert

• carved hunting decoys (according to his 

grandson)

3. Viola Massey [Jed] Dingman (died 10/30/34)

• Jed Dingman was a noted River-man



Second Generation continued:

4. Captain Leonard Massey (1865-1935)

• lived in Chippewa Bay, Ogdensburg, and Alex Bay

• worked on sailing schooners, lake steamers, and River 

boats; became a guide and ships carpenter

• carved hunting decoys (according to article by 

Frank Ash and Harold Evans in ‘DCG’)

5. Captain Samuel B. Massey (died 8/31/36)

• initially lived several locations in the upper lakes 

• retired in 1920 and purchased the St. Lawrence Inn in 

Alexandria Bay; operated other businesses

• stories of raids by federal agents during prohibition

• survived by one daughter, and a son Raymond



Second Generation continued:

6. Captain Daniel Massey (1869-1936)

• spent most of his life in Alex Bay/Thousand Islands 

area, but sailed on the Great Lakes until 1911

• purchased a home in Omar in 1914

• captain of local tour boats, island caretaker

• Survived by 4 children, one daughter and 3 sons, 

Jared, Charles, and William Owen (all were River 

captains)

• carved some decoys (according to newspaper 

article, and an auction catalog)

7. Charles Massey (alive in 1936)

• lived in Knapp, Wisc.



Second Generation continued:

8. Elizabeth Massey [Albert] Haffie (sp?) – Chetek,

WI

9.  Effie Massey [William] Slate – Rockport, ON

10. Catherine Massey [John] Belille (sp?) – Darling

and Lamark, ON

11. Mrs. J.B. Shirk, Shannon, IL and later as Mrs.

T.A. Cotta (sp?), Rockford(?), IL



Third Generation:

1. Captain Albert W. ‘Bob’ Massey (1885-1955)

• son of William B. and Emma Denner Massey

• his name is incorrectly listed as Alfred W. Massey 

in some of the literature

• sailed on the Great Lakes until 1911 when he began 

working for George Bourne on Dark Island

• also worked for Englis and Whittlesey families

• was an active market gunner

• moved to 24 Holland St., Alexandria Bay in 1934

• survived by one son, William B. Massey

• carved hunting decoys (according to his son)



Third Generation continued:

2. Captain William Owen ‘Bill’ Massey (1910-1969)

• Son of Daniel and Anne Maguire Massey

• Thousand Islands tour boat captain – 40 years

• William Owen was a known decoy carver.

• A Watertown Daily Times newspaper article 

(4/10/75) announcing a decoy display at Gouverneur 

Library stated, “Bill Massey was known as a 

craftsman of decoys and his work has been shown in 

newspapers, magazines, and on television.”

• A collection of his work is on loan to Minna Anthony 

Common Nature Center on Wellesley Island



Fourth Generation:

1.  William B. Massey (1914-1997)

Keep in mind that there were four William 

Masseys over the four generations reviewed, 

three were William B. Masseys, and that the 

fourth generation William B. Massey and the 

third generation William O. Massey were both 

commonly known as ‘Bill’ Massey.



According to an article by Ash and Evans, Len Massey was “among 

the Alexandria Bay decoy makers who profited from Chauncey’s 

talent”.



Bob Massey (left) and Luke Estes, c. 1920. on Oak Island

Luke was caretaker on Skow Island

Hickory



Bob Massey on Ice Island, c. 1930, with Hickory
(page 179, Decoys of the Thousand Islands)



Jared A. Massey with a display of his brother’s 

decoys at the Thousand Islands Museum



William Owen Massey decorative carvings











Sold at a Blanchard’s Auction September 1, 2017

- very similar to some Ed Sweet magnum decoys



Wm. O. Massey,   Alex Bay NY,   1967; scratched into 

the bottom.



Sold ebay

2/04/18

Attributed to 

William O. Massey



Hen goldeneye by Albert W. ‘Bob’ Massey 

from Decoy Magazine,

Sept/Oct 1997

Note the right-angle cut under the tail, and rounded head.



The article titled “The Ice Island Shooting 

Company, Limited”, in Hunting & Fishing 

Collectibles Magazine Jul/Aug 2010, by Larry 

Lunman, includes the following:

According to young Bill Massey, after the 

death of Bourne the majority of the decoys 

were stored in the Englis boathouse on Oak 

Island.  Many of the elder Massey’s carvings 

stayed with the family and have WM painted 

on the bottom.



Initials WM painted 

on the bottoms

Conclusion: decoys by William 

B. Massey (2nd generation) ???



Other similar looking decoys have been sold 

at auction, but they have been attributed to 

other members of the Massey family.



sold Guyette online

1/30/14

Listed as William O. Massey – 1st quarter 20th century:

“bill has been replaced and has been glued back on with 

a seam”



Bottom View: the initials ‘WM’ painted on the drake, and 

the initial ‘D’ painted on the hen.

Note the sharp angled cut under the tail (near right angle) 

and the self like tail.



Same pair: eventually 

sold on ebay 8/04/15

listed as William O. Massey, 

Alexandria Bay, 1st quarter 

20th century; and bill has 

been professionally restored



Sold again at Frank & 

Frank auction 10/16/16
Listed as William 

O. Massey, 

Alexandria Bay, 

circa 1940

No mention of bill repair



Sold at a Frank & Frank Auction March 30, 2014: listed as 

by Daniel Massey, Alexandria Bay, c. 1880.  No mention 

of any initials that might have present on the bottom.



Henry Auction: August 1983 (L) and Oliver Auction: November 1988 (R)

Julia Auction: April 1990

originally from Harold Evans

All attributed to Lynn Massey



The only reference to Lynn Massey that I could find 

were newspaper articles printed in January 1957 stating 

that Frank Ash was looking for information on local decoy 

carvers.  A number of names of known carvers were 

mentioned, and among the Alexandria Bay “Holland Street 

Whittlers” was Lynn Massey.

Frank Ash was coauthor of the Decoy Collectors Guide 

article in the 1966-67 Annual titled “Chauncey Wheeler 

and the Holland Street Whittlers”.  That article mentioned 

a number of local carvers who received help from 

Wheeler.  It included Len Massey’s name, but not Lynn 

Massey’s.

Is it possible that the listing for Lynn Massey in 1957 

was an error, that they had corrected by 1967 ???



Massey Family:

• A large interesting family.  Lots of history, only a small 

part of which has been covered.

• Decoys have been attributed to six different members: 

William B. (2nd gen), Leonard (2nd gen), Daniel (2nd gen), 

Albert W. ‘Bob’ (3rd gen), William Owen ‘Bill’ (3rd gen), 

and William B. ‘Bill’ (4th gen).

• More research needed, and looking for help: contacts 

with family members; family photos, especially those 

dealing with hunting /decoys.

• Decoys to study and compare.  Hands-on is best, but 

good photos are always useful.



Oliver Hunt

An Alexandria Bay decoy carver whose name 

has been known for a number of years by some 

collectors, but one that has never been mentioned 

in the published decoy literature, or in any of the 

auction sales.  Oliver’s work was identified by 

Bill Aikens, Chippewa Bay, and then passed 

along among the collecting fraternity.



Oliver Hunt

Frank Coombs

The decoys of Frank Coombs and 

Oliver Hunt are quite similar, and 

Coombs was a much more prolific 

carver whose work is well known.



• Information concerning Oliver Hunt has been 

slowly accumulating over the years.

• Much of the new information about Oliver has 

been collected by Larry Lunman, Brockville, 

Ontario.

• Larry is currently producing an article for 

Hunting and Fishing Collectibles Magazine, that 

will include the story of Oliver Hunt.



Family History:

• Parents George and Bernice Stiles Hunt:  Bernice was 

born in the US; George was born near Mallorytown, ON, 

and was a boatman for A.R. Peacock, Alexandria Bay.

• In 1922, the family moved permanently to Alexandria 

Bay.  They had 2 children, both born in the US; Oliver 

born February 9, 1916, and Irene Louise (1-yr. younger).

• 1925 NY Census: George listed as a boatman; the family 

living at 16 Otter Street.  Frank Coombs lived at 14 Otter 

St., and was listed as boatman-captain.

• 1930 US Census: George listed as boatman-riverboats.  

Coombs still next door, now shown as a fishing guide.  



• 1936: newspaper note indicating Oliver Hunt of 

Alexandria Bay working as a barber.

• August 27, 1938:  Oliver Hunt marries Francis June 

Hunter of Pleasant Valley at the Episcopal parsonage  in 

Clayton (she always went by the name June).  Oliver is 

listed as a graduate of Alexandria Bay High School, and 

is employed as a barber in Watertown.

• Various newspaper articles indicated Oliver and June 

lived in Watertown, Alexandria Bay, Massena, and 

Florida.  Oliver worked as a laborer for ALCOA.

• Oliver and June had two children; the oldest James was 

born in 1941 or 1942; Bernice is 1-2 years younger.

• Family listed as visiting her parents in July 1951.



• Oliver and June divorced in the early 1950s.  She married 

Harold Loffler in February 1954.

• Oliver left the area in 1953-54, and moved to western NY.  

The local relatives had very little contact with him after 

that, and had no recollection that he ever carved decoys.

• Oliver Hunt died in February 1986, and was buried in 

Alexandria Bay.

• June’s Pleasant Valley relatives had some old photos of 

her that included a man that must have been Oliver Hunt.

• Based on the information currently available, Oliver 

Hunt’s decoy would likely have been made in the 1930s 

and 1940s (he would have been 20 in Feb. 1936).



June Hunt with Bernice 

(L) and James (R)

Oliver (?) and June Hunt



June and Oliver (?) Hunt with their children Bernice (L) and James (R)



Coombs decoys typically have a single plug in the bottom 

to fill the hole left by the holding device. These plugs are 

usually 3/8 to 1/2 inch in diameter, but are smaller in the 

earliest Coombs decoys.

Oliver Hunt decoys are more variable.  Some have a single 

plug similar to the Coombs decoys.  However, the Hunt 

broadbills from one rig include some with no plugs, while 

others have a variable number of smaller plugs that are 

mostly off-center, and may have nothing to do with a 

holding device.

Separating Frank Coombs and Oliver Hunt Decoys



Oliver Hunt hen broadbill – ‘FD’ rig

Arrows point to plugged holes in the bottom.



Another ‘FD’ rig decoy – lots of plugged holes

(yellow arrows)



Oliver Hunt decoys may also show tool marks under the tail (above 

and below the arrows).  Almost all of the decoys in the ‘FD’ rig have 

this roughness.  Coombs decoys are sanded smooth under the tail.



Bill carving on Oliver Hunt decoys can be 

variable among members of the same rig, 

and some of them include carved features 

never or seldom found in Frank Coombs 

decoys.



Of the six Oliver Hunt broadbill decoys from the rig with 

the ‘FD’ initials that have been carefully examined:

• Four have nostrils pressed in.  Coombs decoys almost 

always have nostrils.

• Four have a nail carved on the bottom of the bill.  These 

are never found under the bills of Coombs decoys

• Three have bills delineated with typical carved lines; 

two have very thin carved lines; and one has no carved 

lines.  Coombs decoys always have the bill delineated 

with typical carved lines.

• One has carved mandible lines.  Coombs decoys seldom 

or never have carved mandible lines.



Oliver Hunt broadbill with 

carved mandible lines, bill 

delineated with typical 

carved lines, but no nostrils.

Carved nail on the 

underside of the bill.



Left:  Oliver Hunt drake with 

thin lines delineating the bill, 

nostrils pressed in, and a nail 

carved on the underside of the 

bill (not easily visible in this 

photo).

Right:  Oliver Hunt hen 

with no lines delineating the 

bill, and no other bill 

carving.  A hen goldeneye 

also without any bill 

carving is known to exist.



Based on the Oliver Hunt decoys currently known 

to exist in original paint, the paint patterns used for 

his hen broadbills and hen goldeneyes are very 

different from their Frank Coombs counterparts.  In 

direct contrast, the paint patterns used by the two 

makers for their drake broadbill decoys are quite 

similar.

It would be desirable to have more examples of 

Oliver Hunt decoys in original paint to compare to 

the corresponding Frank Coombs decoys.



(Right) Coombs with 

darker stipple painting 

in reverse feather 

crescents. 

(Left) Hunt decoy 

with smaller and 

rather faint light 

colored stipple 

marks.



Two Coombs hen goldeneyes 

with rather different paint 

patterns, but still with reverse 

crescent stipple marks.



Oliver Hunt hen goldeneye: stipple 

paint very different from Coombs 

hen goldeneye.

No bill carving.



Oliver Hunt hen goldeneye 

– from Bill Aiken collection

Single plug in the bottom, apparently from a holding 

device.



Oliver Hunt hen goldeneye 

– from Bill Aiken collection

Oliver Hunt’s initials just below the ballast weight.  His 

initials may also be present under the bill.

Area under the tail sanded smooth – no tool marks.



Oliver Hunt

• Need more information on his life in western 

New York.  Did he carve decoys?

• Would like more photographs, especially those 

relating to decoys and waterfowl hunting.

• More examples of decoys by Hunt to compare 

with the currently known Hunt decoys, and with 

their Frank Coombs counterparts.



Upcoming Events

and Shows



• March 9-11: Ohio Decoy Collectors & Carvers

Association , Strongsville, OH

• March 15-17:  Great Lakes Decoy Association

Collectors Event, Westlake, OH

• March 18:  Frank & Frank Auction, Neptune, NJ

• March 24:  New Jersey Decoy Collectors

Show, Manahawkin, NJ

• April 6-7:  East Coast Decoy Collectors,

St. Michaels, MD



•April 24-28:  Midwest Decoy Collectors Show,

and Guyette Auction, St. Charles, IL

•April 27-29:  Ward World Championship

Competition, Ocean City, MD

• May 4-6:  Havre de Grace Decoy & Wildlife

Art Festival, Havre de Grace, MD

• July 20-21:  Annual Decoy/Wildlife Art &

Sporting Collectibles Show, Clayton, NY,

50th Show



• TIDCA Decoy Display:  the decoys of 

Augustus “Gus” Rogers, Alex Bay

• TIDCA Contests (Friday):

- broadbill – any maker or area

- canvasback – any maker or area

- teal – any species, and any maker

or area

(assistance with the contest would be appreciated)

• Auction (Friday, 1:00 PM):



2019 Spring TIDCA Meeting

Saturday, March 2

Topics, Format, Volunteers (??)

Need Help Collecting Information




